
Search Committee Report to the Congregation  

 Sunday March 25, 2018 

 

The Search Committee was created and invited by the Board and includes 
representatives reflecting gender, age, race and Unity of Bon Air interests 

including NGU, YFM, Older Adults, and the general population.  The members 
are: 

 
Susan Green 

Carrie Simmons 
Jared Smyser 

Larry Socha 
Mike Regulinski 

Nancy Green 
Sharri MacKenzi 

Teena Hucul 
 
Jim Lakin, Board Rep 

Rusty Rothrock, Trustee Rep 
 

The process of preparing us as a committee:  We were each given a 
comprehensive notebook which included excellent guidance from the Drs. 

Revs. Cher and Bill Holton.  They are consultants with The Global Center for 
Spiritual Awakening and Holton Consulting Group and they work extensively 

with Unity churches on the process of hiring a new minister.   Harry 
Simmons, who has a long history of experience in human resources and 

hiring practices, provided us with training to insure our fair and equal 
treatment of all candidates throughout the screening and interview 

procedures we used.  We were also guided to respect each candidate by 
keeping information about our discussions, notes, and 

interviewsconfidential.   
 

We were asked to recommendup to 2-3 candidates to the Board for further 

consideration to invite the candidate for a visit.  We were not told we 
mustfind 2-3 candidates.  At no time would we want to just settle on a 

candidate based on an idea we must have a certain number.  We all only 

want those we believe would be the most highly qualified to take on the 
leadership of our wonderful church and family. 
 

There was no closing date on applications and we all agreed we were in it for 
the long haul if needed.  We also have faith in Divine Order and therefore 

were open to the harmonious process that may bring the perfect fit to us 
soon and that we would recognize who that was should that occur. 
  



Our preparation process also included a committee study of our 

Unity ministerial search survey results to insure we focused on the priorities 
of our congregation as well as recommendan effective administrator.  

Because Unity of Bon Air has grown in many wonderful ways through the 
experience, love, and leadership of Rev. Joyce, the committee valued 

significant experience in ministry as preferable however did not discount any 
candidate based on experience alone. 
  

A first set of 10 questions were developed by the Board.   Our committee 

edited and expanded that list to 18 questions which we believe were 
representative of congregational priorities as well as experience in church 

administration and leadership.  We had a rating scale of 1 – 5 for each 
individual question and for the overall interview. 
  

We met each week from November 16 through January 25 for a total of 9 
times. At each meeting we prayed in and used the affirmations created by 

the prayer chaplains.   Our first meeting was a training meeting and 
discussion of the congregational survey.  The second meeting we selected a 
committee coordinator and Board communicator – yours truly and Jared 

Smyser respectively.   We also developed the questions at this meeting.  
 The remaining six meetings were for interviews.    
 
As you have heard in previous updates, our church followed Unity Worldwide 

Ministries procedures for hiring a minister which means that at the onset our 
Board sent a comprehensive ministerial search package to Unity 
Worldwide.  Interested applicants learn from our church package what our 
programs and priorities are as well as what size church we are so that they 

can make an informed decision whether to apply.  Individuals interested in 
applying for senior minister positions send resumes to UWM not directly to 
our church.   UWM does the initial vetting including insuring candidates are 
ordained Unity ministers, that they have had a background check and they 

have candidates acknowledge in writing that they follow the Code of Ethics 

for ministers as outlined by UWM.   
 

There were a total of 8 resumes received. Committee members all received 
copies for review and decision on whether to interview.  There was only 1 we 

did not interview after review of the resume.   Another we did not interview 
because he was hired at another Unity church before we contacted him. One 
that we did not recommend withdrew after the interview because she 
determined she preferred to be in a smaller church.   IMPORTANT POINT 

HERE - all of these candidates are applying in more places than Bon Air and 
making decisions of where they will serve; therefore it is necessary for us to 
be timely in our search process.    
 



We interviewed 6 candidates.  Interviews lasted anywhere from 45 minutes 

to almost 2 hours.  At the conclusion of each interview, we debriefed the 
interview responses; studied resumes and cover letters again; had extensive 

discussions relative to the candidate’sability to meet Unity Bon Air needs and 
priorities; and individually shared our overall rating of the candidate.  Based 

on this we decided whether to recommend a candidate to the Board or to 
thank the candidates for their interest.  It was important for us to be timely 

in releasing candidates as well; to respect their search process and decisions 
they were also making.   If a candidate was not recommended, it was 

communicated toour office manager, Jenn, to send a letter which had been 
created for this purpose under Board President Zita’s signature. 

 
Based on this extensive process, we recommended 2 candidates to the 

Board.  We also contacted multiple references by telephone.   Sharri 
MacKenziand I called the references on one candidate; Carrie Simmons and 

Mike Regulinski checked the other.   
 
Rev. Laura Barrett Bennett was one of those recommended. The other we 

recommended accepted another ministerial position and would not be 
available for a visit until May 2018 which the Board agreed does not fit in to 

our time frame.    
 

To date although we had not closed applications being received, the last 
resume we did receive was around January 12.   I speak for the entire 

committee in saying thank you for allowing us to be a part of this very 
important step in the future of our Unity Community. 

 
Submitted by Susan Green 

 
 

 


